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Dedication

A MEMORIAL BOOK
honoring the gallant Filipino American
men and women who helped bring
an end to World War II

This book is dedicated
to the World War II Filipino American veterans
who made Hawaii their home,
and to all the gallant and courageous
Filipino men and women
who served in the United States Armed Forces
to help bring an end to World War II.

Remember Bataan
(World War II Fil-Am Vets Song)

In nineteen forty-one
We’re invaded by Japan
We have gallantly fought for our land
The two waves of attack
We repelled and wiped out
That delayed the advance of armed men
Refrain
Remember Bataan
Where the USAFFE fought man to man
Let us show once again
What the Fil-Am Vets can
To the land of the free and the brave
When the third attacked
While their planes strafed us
No amount of valor can stop
So on April nine in the year forty-two
Bataan surrendered to the Japs
Refrain
General Douglas MacArthur
Withdrew to Australia
And declared that he shall return
“So my men, carry on
You must go underground
Till I come and the battle is won.”

Refrain
When the battle was won
And our flag proudly flown
What a pain and grievous our wound
Ah! DIS-CRI-MI-NA-TION!
You have us jettisoned
To the deepest sea of oblivion
Refrain
Now that we were heard
And became citizens
Of the country that we have served
The more pain we feel
Cause our comrades live well
Savoring the rewards of their toils
Refrain
Now that we have come
To the home of the brave
Let us show that we can behave
Let us all unite
And fight for what is right
Let us strive to have a better life
Refrain
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Special Salute - Leonor Aureus Briscoe

A Special Salute
I owe a big utang na loob (debt of gratitude) to a small circle of people who helped
make this book possible.
Amy Agbayani didn’t really know me, but for whatever reason, she took a gamble
in late 2004 and brought me in to take over this book project.
To Nic Musico and JP Orias, I owe the luxury and privilege of having a complete
free hand in the shaping of this book. They have shown remarkable patience, endurance,
and commitment in serving as members of my book committee. At a critical time when it
looked as if the project could not be completed, Nic and JP took care of peripheral, noneditorial issues and problems so I could stay focused and finish the book.
Besides taking me to several meetings to interview the veterans, Nic also served as
a trusted liaison with the veterans, and provided valuable background information about
the Filipino community. Art Caleda gave unfailing support in rounding up and prepping
the veterans for my interviews. Since I do not speak Ilokano and many of the veterans
have difficulty with English, Mr. Caleda’s assistance in translating was indispensable. He
was always gracious in accommodating follow up questions or special requests. Leon Tabaniag also helped with translating whenever Mr. Caleda was not available.
On short notice, Adelina Agbayani and Dean Alegado came to the rescue to proof
read and copy edit the manuscript. I appreciate the excellent job they did in catching
errors and typos I would have missed.
A big Mahalo goes to our writers and contributors who provided valuable perspective and insight in helping us understand the plight of the veterans: Dean Alegado, Art
Caleda, Fel Dona, Domingo Los Banos, Jr., Fred Magdalena, Mila Medallon, Jon Melegrito, Nic Musico, JP Orias, Abelina Madrid-Shaw, and the late Simeon Amor, Jr.
I am grateful to my family in Hawaii -- David, Larak, and Maya -- for enduring
the impositions I inflicted on them during the making of this book. David took some of
the photos for this book, and my son, Larak, helped with the most tedious part of this
project -- typing the veterans’ bio-data forms and the handwritten notes of my interviews.
Last, but not least, I am deeply indebted to all the Filipino American veterans of
World War II, especially the men and women who shared their stories here. They kindly
allowed me to pry into their lives and ask questions that tapped into whatever faded
memories they have of the war. They are the heart and soul of this book. Without their
service and sacrifice, this book would not have been possible.
Leonor Aureus Briscoe, Editor
Kapolei, Hawaii
30 March 2006
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Editor’s Note
Sometime in the Fall of 2004 when I agreed to take over this book project, I inherited a thick binder of materials, about 65 pages of which contained lists of names of
veterans and their army serial numbers. A third of the binder were plastic protector sheets
waiting to be filled with missing articles that still had to be gathered. The rest were photocopies of miscellaneous articles and background information downloaded from various
web sites.
Picking up from this ragtag collection of materials, I expanded the scope of the
book project to include stories of the veterans themselves. Beyond just their names and
serial numbers, I felt that the best way to honor the veterans in a book was to give them a
voice and let them tell their own story.
My late father, Leon Sa Aureus, was a guerrilla captain in Bicol during the war, and
as a child I grew up with wartime stories of heroism and sacrifice which have become legend in my family. I wanted to hear from the veterans memorable stories similar to the ones
I heard as a child. I remember Tiong Kikoy, whom my father described as strong as a damulag (carabao). In those treacherous days of the war, moving from hideout to hideout in
the mountains, my father said they owed their life and survival to loyal and steadfast men
like Tiong Kikoy. My father made it clear that whenever Tiong Kikoy came to visit, he was
to be treated with the greatest respect. During the rare times he hiked down five to six
hours from his home in a remote barrio in the mountain to visit us, Tiong Kikoy would
arrive close to lunchtime, smelling of the earth and the sun, his bare feet caked with mud.
We dropped whatever we were doing and greeted him with “Mano po,” touching the back
of his hand to our foreheads. Then a special place was set for him at our dinner table.
Never mind that he ate with his hands; he had every right to do so. He was, after all, my
father’s brother in arms. And, as my father never failed to remind us, to him, we owed a
deep utang na loob (debt of gratitude) that our family could never hope to repay.
This honor reserved for brothers in arms to whom we owe our lives is the driving
force behind the making of this book.
A brief explanation is in order about the book’s contents and organization.
The veterans interviewed for this project were chosen from a list drawn up by Art
Caleda, with suggestions from Nic Musico. These veterans served in the Philippine Old
Scouts, the Philippine Commonwealth Army, Recognized Guerrillas, United States Armed
Forces in the Far East (USAFFE), and the New Philippine Scouts.
The original plan was to interview as many veterans on this list as possible. Then,
from the transcripts, we would select the best 12 stories. In February 2004, I conducted
two sets of interviews at the FilCom Center with those veterans who lived around the
ii
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Editor’s Note . . .
Waipahu-Pearl City-Waianae area. These interviews were marathon sessions starting from
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. with not even a break for lunch. This was followed by a third set of interviews for the veterans living in Kalihi and downtown Honolulu.
Because of time constraints, we asked the veterans to fill out bio-data forms in advance, providing basic information about their WWII military service, Philippine hometown, date and place of birth, marriage, schooling, children, jobs, date of U.S. citzenship,
immigration to Hawaii, etc. I divided my questions into two parts. The first part focused
on the veterans’ WWII service: what they were doing when the war began, how they got
into military service and the most memorable highlights of their war experience. The second part covered the veterans’ move to Hawaii, their initial difficulties and adjustments,
what their life and daily routine is like today in Hawaii, and what they looked forward to as
they neared the end of their journey.
When the war began with the 1941 Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, some of the
veterans were teenagers or in their 20’s. Today they are in their 80’s, most of them frail and
fragile in mind and body. So it is with a deep sense of regret that I have come so late to do
this project, asking the veterans the difficult and painful task of remembering the war when
their memories are no longer sharp and much of what happened 65 years ago is oftentimes
a blur. As much as possible, I tried to elicit interesting details about their war experiences
that were different from the others.
The responses I got were often uneven, limited, and spotty. This is especially true
of the veterans involved in the mopping up operations at the end of the war. Many of
them were stuck in their positions and could not see much of the action going on beyond
their immediate location. All they could remember was the relentless pounding enemy fire
that killed so many of their comrades. Others were ordered to disband and return to their
hometowns, only to be called back to service again by leaders who were not sure themselves what orders to follow. A few, notably Manuel Pablo and Francisco Benigno, who
survived the Fall of Bataan, the death march and confinement at Camp O’Donnell as prisoners of war, had amazing powers of recall, describing details of the long ordeal they went
through.
Out of the 37 veterans I interviewed, only seven are non-Ilocanos. Several of the
Ilocano veterans are “no-read, no-write,” or had little schooling (up to Grade II-IV). Because they were not comfortable being asked questions in English, I had to conduct the
interview with Art Caleda or Leon Tabaniag acting as interpreters. In some cases, I was
able to break through the language barrier with a mix of questions in Tagalog and English.
iii
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Editor’s Note . . .
Out of respect for their service and recognizing the veterans’ difficulty in recalling
the past in their advanced age, I decided to include all of the 37 veterans I interviewed.
Listening to their stories with a lot of care and empathy, I did not have the heart to leave
anyone out. Each story was unique in its own right and deserved to be included, even the
ones who had the most cursory recollections. Fortunately, Nic Musico and JP Orias, who
served as my book committee, agreed with me that we may never have the opportunity
again to interview these aging warriors, and we probably could never do another book
project like this again.
From year to year, since the Immigration Act of 1990 brought thousands of veterans to seek their fortune in America in 1992, we have seen the veterans grow older and
weaker, marching and sometimes limping in parades, or posing for the camera. They have
remained a sea of anonymous faces behind banners proclaiming “Justice and Equity for
Filipino Veterans!” But never, as far as I can tell, have we stopped to listen to the interesting tales of each veteran’s wartime service that make each of them unique and special human beings -- another Tiong Kikoy who has touched the lives of people he knew as
brothers.
Each of the veterans here has a unique contribution and memory that makes up
the story of Filipino veterans now living in Hawaii.
For instance, Leopoldo Palacay played the saxophone in the Army band. Agustin
Agno used guerrilla pesos to procure food supplies, carrying them up and down the mountain in baskets hitched to a carabao. Alejandro Caccam was a carpenter spy in Davao,
known as “Little Tokyo” just before the outbreak of the war because so many Japanese
nationals settled there, operating businesses that turned out to be fronts for the invading
Japanese forces. Teodora E. Soliva taught trail songs while she did supply runs for the
guerrillas along the battlefields. Domingo Dulay remembered that many Filipinos like him
were handed guns and made to fight with no training, wearing only buri hats and their civilian rags. Virgilio Tabije was part of Ramon Magsaysay’s elite forces assigned to Lanao to
help with the amnesty land reform program for the Hukbalahap rebels after the war. Lucio
Farinas, because the end of the war did not change the harsh life of poverty in the farm,
signed up to work as a sakada in the sugar fields of Maui . . . And so on.
Each story, no matter how little some of the veterans can remember, forms a piece
of the bigger picture which helps us understand different facets of the war that we’ve
never heard before.
The section in the last chapter about the lst and 2nd Filipino Infantry regiments
was originally not going to be included in this book. But reading the historical chronology
prepared by Domingo Los Banos and the late Simeon Ador, Jr., convinced me that the
iv
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Filipino vounteer regiments in America who were highly trained in California, Arkansas,
and Australia, provide a fascinating and important perspective on the expatriate Filipinos’
role in helping liberate their native land. These veterans also are part of the roster of Filipino American Veterans being honored by the Veterans Memorial in Hawaii.
I regret that a search among various community sources by Nic Musico has not uncovered any photos showing conditions at the temporary veterans shelters in the Philippine
Consulate, the O’Connor campaign headquarters, or the Marcos house in Makiki. Lacking
these photos, I asked Nic to expand his piece on how the Filipino community came together in housing the veterans when they first arrived in Hawaii. The details that he added
provide important historical documentation on the critical adjustments that the first wave
of veterans went through in 1992.
The quality of many of the photos used in this book leaves much to be desired. My
sincere apologies. Many of these pictures are scanned from photocopies or anniversary
souvenir programs. We are indebted to various World War II websites and other sources
for the historical photos reprinted here.
Lastly, the fate of the veterans is tied to what goes on in Washington, D.C. For this
reason, I included Jon Melegrito’s Washington Perspective about the 60th anniversary of the
1946 Rescission Act which sets the tone at the beginning of this book. Jon’s sharp commentary says it best for the veterans and for all of us who care about their long years of
struggle to seek justice.
And what better way to wrap up this book than to remember veteran Rizal Agbayani who died of a heart attack during a rally for justice and equity in the nation’s capital?
The moving eulogy delivered in September 1997 by former Congressman Bob Filner of
California in the halls of the U.S. Congress, where the veterans appeals have gone unheeded
for so many years, brings home the poignancy of the Filipino veterans struggle.
"Mr. Agbayani and his comrades have been fighting over 50 years to regain this
recognition that they so deserve," former Rep. Filner said, adding that at least six Filipino
World War II veterans are dying each day.
This book is an effort to let them tell their stories before it's too late.
Leonor Aureus Briscoe
Fall of Bataan Day, 9 April 2006
Leonor Aureus Briscoe worked as a communications officer for Asia for the World Bank-IFC and office
manager at the McClatchy Newspapers in Washington, D.C. A former journalist, she assisted in the editing and
publication of several books by the late Filipino American writer, Bienvenido N. Santos, and edited a community
newsletter in Metro Washington that trained young Filipino Americans in journalism. She and her husband,
David Briscoe, news editor of the Honolulu Bureau of the Associated Press, moved to Hawaii in 2001.
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Washington Perspective

The Rescission Act and our Veterans’
Fight for Justice and Equity Today
JON MELEGRITO
February 2006 marks the 60th anniversary of a bill shamelessly passed by the United
States Congress in 1946 to avoid giving Filipino World War II veterans their due. Uncle
Sam simply chose to ignore their services. While soldiers from 61 other nations – who also
fought under the American flag – received their highly-deserved benefits, our Filipino
veterans were singled out for exclusion.
To put it bluntly, they were screwed.
Accounts of why this happened point to the questionable actions of Philippine
government officials at the time. They reportedly agreed to waive the rights of Filipino veterans to claim their benefits in exchange for $200 million in war reparations. This agreement was sealed a year after a U.S. government study concluded that it would be very
costly to honor President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s promise that Filipino veterans be treated
like everybody else.
True or not, the fact remains that a war-damaged country deserved war reparations
money. After all, the U.S. declared war on Japan and the Philippines just happened to be a
battleground. But a quid pro quo for waiving Filipino veterans benefits? Still, this does not
get the U.S. off the hook.
Remember when the U.S. paid Spain $20 million to gain colonial possession of the
Philippines? That’s about $1 per little brown brother. Our “value” didn’t change much 40
years later, apparently. For $200 million, the Filipino people were expected to swallow their
pride and sell out their veterans. Despite trumpeted stories in the U.S. media about their
courage and valor, Filipino veterans didn’t count for much once the war was over. And
we’re supposed to exult over our “liberation”?
The Rescission Act of 1946 was more than just an insult to injury. It may well be
that those voting for this measure were being cost-conscious. After all, they’re talking
billions. But that’s beside the point. A promise is a promise and the U.S. reneged big time.
Filipino soldiers were recruited and sworn in as American servicemen when the Philippines
was still a U.S. commonwealth. And yet among the arguments given by those who voted
for rescission was this lame excuse that Filipinos were fighting to defend their own country.
Excuse me? The fact is, the Japanese wouldn’t have attacked the Philippines had it
vii
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The Rescission Act and our Veterans Fight . . .
not been under American occupation. Nevertheless, Filipinos fought under the American
flag along with troops from 61 other countries. But once the bloodshed was over and
America won, Filipinos were singled out for discrimination. It was a racially-motivated act.
Rescission had nothing to do with the U.S. not affording the money. Rather, it had more
to do with U.S. lawmakers dismissing their little brown brothers as somehow unworthy of
being elevated to the same level as everyone else.
Interestingly, we were given our “independence” in 1946 – not as a magnanimous
gesture, but as a cynical move by the U.S. government to limit the migration of Filipino
nationals to America. Twenty years earlier, anti-miscegenation laws were passed banning
Filipinos from marrying whites. Filipinos were viewed with suspicion, barred from public
places, and attacked in a vicious climate of xenophobia.
Shortly after independence, only 50 Filipinos a year were allowed entry into the
U.S. This changed after 1965, when landmark immigration legislation was passed – thanks
to an African-American-led civil rights movement that began to seriously challenge the
U.S. government’s racist and anti-immigrant policies. Coretta Scott King’s recent passing
reminds us of her husband’s legacy that opened doors for minorities and paved the way
for people of color to begin partaking of the American Dream. Do you think a government steeped in white privilege would have lifted a finger on its own? Not likely.
It’s been 60 years and the U.S. government has yet to come to terms with our own
Filipino veterans. Never mind that only less than 36,000 survivors – down from 200,000 –
are still waiting for America to honor its pledge. The excuse: No Money! And yet it continues to pour billions of dollars for the war in Iraq, which has claimed more than 2,200
U.S. lives, so far, and more than 10,000 injured.
Under pressure from veterans groups, the U.S. administration is proposing a
record $80.6 billion in the 2007 budget (an increase of $8.8 billion from this year) to fund
veterans’ health care needs and other “vital benefits.” While we applaud this gesture, we
are dismayed that our Filipino veterans are left behind once again. Nothing for them.
It is also important to note that the Filipino veterans’ demand for equity and justice is not a form of mendicancy, and framing equity for Filipino veterans as just a money
issue, not as a justice issue, plays expediently to the American powers that be. It appeals to
their coffers, not their conscience. It is a matter of honor for the United States to rectify a
shameful mistake by, at the very least, amending the 1946 Rescission Act now and officially extending recognition to our Filipino veterans as American veterans.
viii
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The Rescission Act and our Veterans Fight . . .
Principle first. We owe it to our veterans. We owe it to the next generation of
Filipino Americans who are looking to us to do the right thing. We must insist on full
equity for our veterans now, not settle for “a small slice” of what they truly deserve.
What’s at stake is both America’s honor and the human dignity of our veterans. They
wouldn’t want anything less.
Let’s do something we can truly be proud of this centennial year. How will we
want to be remembered a hundred years from now?

Jon Melegrito is a writer and community activist based in Washington, D.C. He served as
the first executive director of the National Federation of Filipino American Associations (NaFFAA),
which has been very active in the campaign for justice and equity for the WWII Filipino veterans. This
article, which appeared in the Manila Mail, February 8, 2006 issue, sums up best the issues and concerns related to the Filipino veterans’ fight for justice today. This excerpted version is being reprinted
with permission from the author.
Mr. Melegrito is currently a Public Affairs Department assistant editor at the national headquarters of the Association of Federal, State, County and Municipal Employees (AFSCME) in
Washington, D.C.
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Foreword

Genesis of the WWII Filipino
Veterans Memorial of Hawaii

The Filipino’s search for his niche in America goes way back to the historic days of
the galleon trade when Filipino sailors jumped ship from the Spanish galleons and established a community called “Manila Men” in St. Malo, New Orleans, Louisiana. These early
Filipinos came to America to seek adventure or escape Spanish oppression, or both.
However, the first Filipino immigration, en masse, was in 1906 when Filipino sakadas answered America’s call for farm workers in the sugar plantations of Hawaii.
From 1906 to the present, more than a million Filipinos have left the country for
the United States for different reasons. Some were enticed by job recruiters to fill
America’s need for cheap labor. Others came in search of the good life in the “land of
milk and honey,” as described in American textbooks or by returning compatriots. In the
case of the Filipino veterans who fought under the American flag during World War II,
crossing the Pacific to come to America in 1992 represented the prize they earned for
heroism and valor in a job well done some fifty years ago.
But claiming their prize also brought pain and hardships to these Filipinos in
America. Faced with problems of assimilation, the veterans had a tough struggle to survive. Adjusting to a foreign culture and way of life was not easy, especially in their advanced age and language challenges. But over time, with patience and perseverance, and
support from the community, they managed to cope, sometimes painfully, with tragicomic
results.
Once acclimated to the way of life in their adopted country, the Filipino veterans
became welcome partners in the community. During parades on Independence Day, Memorial Day, Veterans Day and other patriotic events, they could be counted on to march in
their white Barong Tagalogs shimmering under the Hawaiian sun. They have participated in
various social, civic, and political events, and where volunteers are needed, the veterans
have been more than happy to lend a hand. Despite their late years, many veterans have
been eager to work, often in physically demanding jobs – like farming, yard-cleaning, and
security services.
Filipino veterans who fought alongside American soldiers during World War II and
now live in Hawaii have a fitting memorial to honor their service and sacrifice defending
the freedom and democracy we continue to enjoy today. The Veterans Memorial on the
grounds of the Filipino Community Center in Waipahu ensures that we will never forget
their heroism and courage during World War II, as well as their many contributions to Hawaii and the Filipino community in the islands.
x
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Genesis of the WWII Filipino Veterans Memorial ...
The idea of immortalizing the WWII sacrifices of the Filipino American veterans
and their contributions in Hawaii with a memorial was conceived by former Honolulu
Mayor Jeremy Harris. He announced the plan during the Rizal Day celebration on
December 30, 2001, at the Philippine Consulate, much to the delight of the veterans.
The first meeting of the memorial planning committee, which Mayor Harris attended, was held at the Honolulu Hale (City Hall) on February 22, 2002. Attending were
Joe Gonzales, then president of the Hawaii Chapter of the WWII Fil-Am Veterans, along
with 14 members and 10 Ladies Auxiliary.
Succeeding meetings brought in two other Filipino American veterans organizations represented by Domingo Los Banos of the 1st and 2nd Filipino Infantry Regiments, U.S. Army, and Leoncio Donguines of the WWII Veterans Philippine Scouts
Composite Organization, Army of the United States.
The mayor’s office was represented by his Chief of Staff, Atty. Abelina MadridShaw, the Office of Economic Development Small Business advocate, Vergel Adonis,
and JP Orias of the Office of Culture and Arts. In the next two years, meetings with the
veterans were held every month, often twice a month, to discuss matters concerning their
benefits, the state of their health, their families, their loneliness, as well as their happiness.
But the major focus of the meetings was the memorial and its completion. Among the
memorial sites considered were Aala Park which has a long association with the history of
Filipinos in Hawaii, and the grounds of Honolulu Hale, close to an existing Veterans Memorial near the Supreme Court. The choice that prevailed, however, was the Waipahu
site where the FilCom Center building now stands.
More planning and preparations initiated by Dr. Amefil Agbayani, President of
the FilCom Board, and Representative Felipe Abinsay, Jr., involved representatives of the
FilCom Center. The veterans presented various designs for the memorial and identified
their military logos which best represented their organizations. Their proposals were submitted to volunteer architects working under the leadership of Oscar Paez.
The final design, which called for an album to contain the names of each and every veteran residing in Hawaii (including those who had passed away), was presented to
and accepted by, the FilCom Center Board under the chairmanship of Eddie Flores and
Dr. Agbayani. The line drawing for the memorial design depicts two pillars, symbolizing
America and the Philippines, joined together by a rainbow arc that forms a bridge connecting the two countries.
Finally, what the Veterans Memorial means to people in the community is best
expressed by an auxiliary member of the WWII Fil-Am Vets when she wrote the followxi

Foreword - JP Orias & Abelina Madrid-Shaw

Genesis of the WWII Filipino Veterans Memorial ...
ing tribute after the unveiling:
“Since that time when the Veterans Memorial was inaugurated and dedicated to
our war heroes, we have learned to cherish it and love it like our own child. It has become
a part of our life. It is a tangible symbol that our war heroes have not died in vain. They
have just faded away; but their sad memories and heroic struggles still linger with us until
today.”

Proposed WWII Filipino Veterans Memorial Monument - Line Drawing

JP ORIAS and ABELINA MADRID-SHAW
Honolulu, Hawaii
30 March 2006

JP Orias, formerly with Mayor Jeremy Harris’s Office of Culture and Arts,
is now the Vice President-Program Director of the Filipino Community Center-Hawaii.
Abelina Madrid-Shaw was former Chief of Staff of Mayor Jeremy Harris
and former Director of the City Department of Community Services. She is now engaged
in the private practice of law in Honolulu.
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Reclaiming America’s Broken Promise:
A Story of the Filipino WWII Veterans
BY MILA MEDALLON
the U.S. Congress:

IN THE early months of 1992, Filipino
World War II veterans began arriving in
Honolulu and other U.S. gateway cities
designated by the federal government to
assist in processing the veterans’ application for citizenship. The veterans’ quest
for U.S. citizenship, which began more
than four decades ago, merely represented
part of their dream to gain full veteran
status and benefits promised by the
United States before the war. In 1946,
the U.S. Congress unceremoniously took
away the Filipino veterans’ benefits when
it passed the Rescission Act of 1946. It
mandated that the service rendered by
Filipinos under the American flag during
World War II "shall not be deemed active service for purposes of any law of the
United States conferring rights, privileges,
or benefits, except for those who died,
maimed or separated from active service
for physical disability."
The magnitude and far-reaching
consequences of the 1946 Rescission Act
on the lives of so many surviving Filipino
veterans are immeasurable. Many view
the reversal of status and benefits as an
unjust act that is "un-American." As
Hawaii's Senator Daniel Inouye, a strong
ally of the Filipino veterans and advocate
for their rights, said in a statement to

"As an American, I believe the treat
ment of Filipino World War II veterans is
bleak and shameful.”
For almost half a century, little
was known about the fact that by virtue of
an executive order issued by President
Franklin D. Roosevelt on July 26, 1941,
more than 100,000 members of the Philippine Army, Philippine Scouts, and recognized guerrilla units were drafted into
active military service under the command
of the United States Armed Forces in the
Far East (USAFFE), headed by General
Douglas MacArthur. They were Filipino
soldiers who fought side by side with
American and allied soldiers and faced the
same enemy and perils of war. Many were
killed or wounded in battle. Countless
others were subjected to inhumane conditions and harsh treatment as prisoners of
war. Except for a few anecdotal accounts
of war survivors, the Filipino veterans’
untold heroism, valor and contribution to
America's war efforts in the Pacific have
remained a small bleep in the historical
radar screen.
Their voices, however, started to
be heard in the halls of congress as early
as the 1980s when a group of community
3
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advocates began their campaign to educate
and sensitize legislators on Capitol Hill and
plead for them "to right the historic
wrong" that America committed against
Filipino veterans in the years following the
war.
Exactly 44 years later, important
provisions allowing Filipino veterans to
apply for U.S. citizenship were added
"quietly and without fanfare" into Section
405 of the massive Immigration Act of
1990, thanks to sympathetic legislators
such as Hawaii's Senator Daniel Inouye
and California’s Congressman Bob Filner.
To ward off a potential backlash from opponents, no federal funds were appropriated to assist individual states in planning
and implementing programs that would
assist the Filipino veterans once they entered the country. That created a big
problem for Hawaii and other receiving
states.
In Hawaii, the abruptness of the veterans’ arrival in 1992 caused confusion
among state agencies, particularly the Office of Community Services (OCS), which
had the responsibility of overseeing federal
and state-funded programs for immigrants
and refugees. Conflicting views about
which agency should serve the Filipino veterans caused internal turmoil at OCS.
Without a federal or state mandate, OCS
struggled to maintain its program priorities,
and found it necessary to shift responsibility for the coordination of services for

Filipino veterans to the State Office of
Veterans Services (OVS).
In order to plan the state’s response to the Filipino veterans’ arrivals, the
OCS program administrator for immigrant and refugee service requested to be
transferred to the OVS. On October 26,
1992, OVS formally took over the coordination responsibility for Filipino veterans
from OCS. In June of that year, OVS, in
partnership with the newly formed Filipino Veterans Task Force, published the
"Handbook for Hawaii-bound Filipino
WWII Veterans." The handbook was a
valuable how-to guide for Filipino veterans in the Philippines, as well as new arrivals. It covered helpful tips on the
naturalization, interview, and oath taking
process, including the filing of petitions
on behalf of spouses and children, medical and financial benefits, social security
and public assistance. It also included a
list of available health, social, and financial
resources.
Between 1992 and 1995, an estimated 3,000 Filipino veterans arrived in
Hawaii, with more than 95 percent taking
up residence in Honolulu. Many came
with horrendous stories of exploitation by
unscrupulous travel agents in the Philippines.
Some mortgaged or sold their
livestock, lands, and homes, and scraped
together whatever life savings they had so
they could buy a one-way ticket to Ame4
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his KNDI morning radio program as a
hotline for finding host families willing to
open up their homes to the veterans. He
also collected donations and relayed information to those who were trying to locate
relatives.
The crisis invariably brought together umbrella organizations such as the
United Filipino Council, the Oahu Filipino Community Council, the Visayan
Congress, and the Coalition for Filipino
Solidarity which formed the AdHoc Committee for Filpino World War II Veterans.
The synergistic partnership in the
Filipino community was inspired by many
individuals who devoted much of their
time and personal resources to orchestrate
a vast network of volunteers utilizing the
AdHoc Committee as their main vehicle.
Dr. Ignacio Torres, Jun Abinsay and
Zach Labez shared top command leadership. Nic Musico was in charge of finding
transitional housing. Linda Guting arranged for transportation. Abelina Shaw
coordinated fundraising activities. Bennette Evangelista took care of communication and media releases. Leonora
Albayalde coordinated food donations.
Dr. Realica was in charge of medical services. Espe Cadavona and the late Marlene Manzano gave administrative support, with the late Jay Rivera and Dave
Paco assisting. Attorney Bernie Bicoy,
president of the Visayan Congress, wrote
letters to his members asking for dona-

rica. Unlike family-sponsored immigrants
who had a physical address to go to and a
support system to fall back on in the first
few months after they arrived, the Filipino
veterans - except for a few - typically did
not have any family or close relatives who
could help them meet their basic food and
shelter needs. Many veterans were seen
wandering around the airport, asking for
directions to the Philippine Consulate.
Some carried a copy of the "Handbook for
Hawaii-Bound Veterans," which was being
blackmarketed in the Philippines and sold
to them for an exorbitant fee. Some came
in wheelchairs, accompanied by their
spouse or children.
Homelessness would have been the
fate that awaited the Filipino veterans when
they arrived in Hawaii. As state agencies
slowly grappled with the massive arrivals,
Hawaii's Filipino community leaders came
to the rescue. Possibly driven by the single
most powerful Filipino cultural tradition of
Bayanihan, or spirit of helping each other,
they mobilized community and private sector resources. An unprecedented coming
together of Filipino community leaders,
backed by their own organizations, became
the crucible in the overall campaign to provide housing for the homeless Filipino veterans.
The Philippine Consulate was
rapidly besieged with phone calls by those
with no place to stay. Flor Martinez, a
Philippine Consulate staff member, used
5
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Mina, Joe Gonzalez, Fred Villa, Jess Laqueras, Art Caleda and many others provided strong leadership among the
Filipino veterans.
So much could be said in hindsight
about Hawaii's experience with the arrival
of the Filipino veterans. While the crisis
put to test the Filipino community's ability to come together and flex its collective
muscle for a worthy cause, there is still a
lot of unfulfilled potential for unified action for political, social and economic advancement.
The Filipino veterans' historic
struggle for equity is not yet over. Although they have achieved much progress, the veterans’ resolve and commitment to continue their struggle for justice
and reclaim fully America's promise made
over fifty years ago, should inspire us all.
Their legacy of activism will be
with us as a shining example for generations to come.

tions of food, clothing, beddings, and
money.
In letters to Hawaii's congressional delegation, Atty. Bicoy also asked for
assistance in securing military housing for
the homeless Filipino veterans. Radio personalities Joe Lazo and Maggie Domingo
used their program to relay information
and locate donors. The late Representative Emilio Alcon obtained blankets for
use by those temporarily housed at the
Philippine Consulate lanai. There were
countless random acts of kindness by so
many unnamed volunteers.
The gravity of the situation faced by
the early arrivals became such a pressing
issue that changes to Section 405 of the
Immigration Act of 1990 became inevitable. To avert further massive arrivals and
prevent more aging Filipino veterans from
experiencing undue economic hardships
and social adjustment problems in their
advanced age and frail physical condition,
lobbying at the federal, state and community level took on a frenzied pace. This
helped bring about changes in 1993 that
allowed Filipino veterans to apply for U.S.
citizenship in the Philippines.
Beginning in 1993, Filipino veterans who chose to make Hawaii their
home began settling down, participating
in civic and community affairs, forming
their own organizations, and lobbying for
federal and state resources to meet their
financial, housing, and burial needs. Ed

Mila Medallon served as program administrator for the Immigrant and Refugee Services, State
Office of Community Services, from 1987 to 1992,
and briefly served as Filipino Veterans Coordinator
of the Office of Veterans Service in 1993.
She was also Director of the City's Municipal Reference and Records Center from 1994 through
1998.
She is the current editor of the Filipino Courier, a weekly newspaper for the Filipino community in
Hawaii.
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Sheltering Homeless Filipino Veterans
And How the Filipino Community Came Together
BY NIC MUSICO
the caretaker’s house. There was only one
men’s room and one ladies room at the
back of the building. A unisex restroom
inside the building was reserved for the
consulate staff and visitors. Five portable
toilets were provided by Lito Alcantara,
but these were not adequate to handle the
veterans’ simultaneous need to relieve
themselves, especially in the morning
when they woke up. Those who could
not wait used the bushes along the perimeters of the consulate.
Alerted to the alarming crowded
and unsanitary conditions at the consulate,
leaders of several Filipino community organizations held an emergency meeting to
explore ways they could help alleviate the
plight of the veterans. Among those attending were representatives of the Filipino Coalition for Solidarity (FCS), Congress of Visayan Organizations (CVO),
United Filipino Council of Hawaii
(UFCH), and Oahu Filipino Community
Council (OFCC). Atty. Bernie Bicoy of
CVO suggested that they form an AdHoc
Committee to carry out the mission of
addressing the most pressing needs of the
veterans. Chosen to unofficially head the
AdHoc Committee for Filipino WWII
Veterans was the FCS, led by Dr. Ignacio
Torres, president, and Felipe Abinsay, Jr.,
executive director. In meeting after meet-

IN EARLY 1992 Filipino veterans of
World War II started arriving “en masse”
at the Honolulu International Airport.
They came to Hawaii to take advantage of
the U.S. Naturalization and Immigration
Act of 1990 which granted them American
citizenship. At first, no one really knew
how to deal with the new immigrants.
Veterans in their late 60’s and 70’s would
just show up at the airport. The lucky
ones had relatives who picked them up and
offered them places to stay. The not-solucky others arrived, not knowing anyone
and had no place to go. They waited at the
airport for hours, eating only biscuits, until
good Samaritans offered to take them to
the Philippine Consulate.
In a few days, the consulate’s lanai
became a temporary shelter crowded with
veterans. Unfortunately, the consulate was
not designed for housing a large number of
people. As the number of new arrivals increased, conditions at the Philippine Consulate became a big concern. The late Rep.
Emilio Alcon was able to secure 70 cots
and blankets from the Hawaii National
Guard, but these were not enough and
some of the veterans had to sleep on the
floor. It was hurricane season and the open
lanai exposed the veterans to the rain and
wind on the east and south sides. The
consulate had only one shower located at
7
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Fresh vegetables, rice, canned goods, and
pastries kept coming in daily. A bakery in
Kalihi owned by a Filipino family supplied bread and pastries every morning. I
had never seen such an outpouring of
love, unity, and support from the community before. It was an amazing sight
and experience. Ever since, I’ve always
believed that Filipinos are united when
there is a common goal.
To keep the veterans occupied,
they were assigned daily tasks. Some
cleaned the shelter while others did the
cooking, served as interpreters, or accompanied new arrivals to the offices of the
U.S. Immigration and Veterans Affairs.
It was the peak of the election campaign.
Some candidates found the veterans
handy as campaign helpers, waving the
candidates’ posters or signs along the
route of busy traffic. The veterans learned
quickly how to take advantage of the situation. They knew which headquarters
gave incentives and favors like free meals
and t-shirts.
The O’Connor headquarters by
Waimanu Street on Ward Avenue was
close to some bars and night clubs. At
night, some veterans gathered outside the
building hoping to catch some “action.”
Those who had a few dollars managed to
relish a little “action” here and there. The
more enterprising organized a kumpang,
putting money into a common pot, so
they could raise the right amount for

ting, the AdHoc Committee discussed alternative shelters that could accommodate
a larger number of veterans -- as many as
100-150 at a time.
By May 1992, Mila Medallon, who
was the program administrator for Immigrant and Refugee Services at the State Office of Community Services, and who later
served as Filipino veterans coordinator in
1993, was able to negotiate the use of a
portion of the second floor of an old
building that was to become the campaign
headquarters of mayoral candidate Dennis
O’Connor. The only condition was that we
put up a divider and fix all the bathrooms
and toilets. Lito Alcantara sent his people
to construct the divider and I organized
some volunteers to fix the bathrooms and
toilets. At the entrance hallway, we juryrigged temporary showers and set up an
improvised cooking area with portable
propane gas stoves. After we completed
these repairs, we immediately moved all
the veterans from the Philippine Consulate’s lanai to the O’Connor headquarters
shelter. We made it just in time before
Hurricane Iniki arrived on September 11,
1992. (Iniki devastated the neighbor island of Kauai and brought severe weather
to the rest of the state).
With continued appeals aired on
the radio, especially Flor Martinez’s program, the Filipino community responded
with generous and overwhelming support.
We had no shortage of food donations.
8
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someone to take a turn at the night club.
This arrangement proved to be a losing
proposition for those veterans who were
released from the shelter to the community before they could take their turn.
Immediately after the election, we
had to vacate the O’Connor headquarters.
It was particularly urgent because O’Connor lost the election and his campaign ran
out of money and could not maintain the
headquarters much longer. Luckily, we
were able to secure permission from the
Philippine government to use the house
that had been used by deposed Philippine
President Ferdinand Marcos and his family
when they were forced into exile in Hawaii
following the 1986 People Power Revolution.
The Marcos house was on a gated
one-acre property on Makiki Heights overlooking Honolulu. A big lychee tree
greeted visitors entering through a 200foot driveway. Scattered in the yard were
avocado, citrus, and acacia trees with lanterns still hanging on them. The garage
was full of boxes of books waiting to be
donated and shipped to the Philippines.
The swimming pool, which had not been
used for years, had become a breeding
place for mosquitoes, tadpoles, and frogs.
The Marcos Makiki house was
defiinitely an improvement on the makeshift O’Connor shelter. It had seven
rooms -- three bedrooms, a den, a library,
and two maids’ quarters -- as well as three

full baths, a pantry, a kitchen, and a wide
open lanai with a view of the city and East
Mamala Bay.
However, to make it a livable shelter for 80-100 veterans, we had to take
care of some major repairs. The potable
water line was disconnected because it had
major leaks. The sewer system that discharged to a septic tank was clogged. The
electrical system was in terrible disrepair.
From the O’Connor shelter to the Makiki
house, it didn’t take long before I took
charge of operations. This was inevitable
because I was there seven days a week,
going to the shelter directly from work,
overseeing things until midnight, and returning for almost the whole day during
weekends.
With the help of a veteran from
my hometown in Romblon, Rizal Reyes,
we installed a new water line. Thanks to
pipes and fitting materials worth over
$700 donated by Melga Gendrano, we
unclogged the sewer system. A volunteer
electrician repaired the electrical wiring.
A few other minor repairs were done, as
well, with the help of volunteers. For the
next year or so, the Makiki house served
as a temporary home for arriving veterans,
accommodating an average of 80-100
veterans a day. All in all, an estimated
3,000-plus Filipino veterans came to Hawaii for processing. Fortunately for us,
Filipino community support continued at
the Makiki shelter. Donated canned goods,
9
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family members who accompanied the
veterans were allowed to stay in the
United States without any problem. In
later years, it became more and more difficult for veterans to have their children
join them in the U.S.
It soon became apparent that
housing that large number of veterans in
one house was a daunting, difficult task. I
had to organize the veterans into teams
with each team assigned to take care of
various chores – from cooking meals and
cleaning the house and yard to securing,
receiving, and recording donations, and
briefing and assisting new arrivals. As
veterans came and went, members of the
teams changed each week. We had some
problems, but they were minor.
Thanks to this organized team
work, things ran a bit more smoothly at
the Makiki shelter. When a new veteran
arrived, he was given a briefing by one of
the veterans who had already been
through the system, or by one of the community volunteers. First priority was to
assist the new veterans in acquiring U.S.
citizenship. The citizenship naturalization
process was very important because it was
the only way the veterans could qualify
for benefits like welfare assistance and
food stamps. Citizenship applications
were normally handled at the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Office on Ala
Moana Boulevard and took about one to
two weeks for the documents to be veri-

fresh vegetables, rice, coffee, fresh milk,
ice cream, bread and pastries were in
abundant supply.
Crowded sleeping arrangements
at the shelter did not allow much room
for privacy. Cots were packed together
like sardines. Husbands and wives were
assigned cots next to each other. As
much as possible, they asked for bed
space in a corner against the wall, but
even this offered little privacy from the
other veterans. Their children behaved
differently, perhaps embarrassed by their
situation at the shelter.
Christmas 1992 was a special season for the veterans. Members of community organizations came to cheer them
up. The Bicol organization, for example,
entertained the veterans with Christmas
carols. The occasion was both sad and
happy. Many of the veterans were separated from their families. This was their
first Christmas in the United States away
from home and loved ones. They took a
gamble in coming to America, hoping
that soon their families could join them.
Some had to sell everything they had in
the Philippines so they could come to the
“land of milk and honey” and enjoy a better life.
Fortunate were the veterans who
could afford to bring their spouses and/
or have one of their children accompany
them. From 1992-1994, immigration rules
on family members were not too strict, so
10
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fied in Nebraska. Once the veteran obtained his U.S. citizenship, he had to wait
another two to three days to get financial
assistance and food stamps.
Except for the immigration officer, agency representatives from the State
Office of Veterans Affairs, Child and
Family Services, Catholic Charities, and
Susannah Wesley Community Center
came to the shelter regularly on Tuesdays
and Thursdays to assist the veterans. This
arrangement was very helpful. As new
arrivals in the state, the veterans did not
know their way around. They had no
means of transportation or money to
spare for bus fare. Converting the shelter
to a “one-stop shop” made it convenient
for the veterans to get the help they
needed for the expeditious processing of
their papers so they could obtain their
U.S. citizenship and gain access to welfare
and housing assistance as quickly as possible. From early 1992 to late 1993, it was
like this until the number of new arrivals
started to decline in 1994.
With their citizenship, welfare and
food stamps assistance in place, the veterans could then be released from the shelter, usually to Filipinos renting out bed
spaces or vacant rooms. Owners of big
houses with available space frequently
checked with the shelter about veterans
waiting to be released. Most of the veterans initially lived in Waipahu, Ewa
Beach, Nanakuli, Waianae, and Makaha.

Others went to the Big Island to try their
luck there.
Some veterans, particularly those
who brought their wives, were very fortunate to be in the priority placement list for
the newly built senior citizens home in
Waipahu. Others were able to get placement at a housing complex for seniors on
North School Street and other housing
for the elderly on Oahu. This eased their
living conditions considerably and gave
them more privacy and independence.
Living in these housing complexes for the
elderly became a status symbol among the
veterans. Those who were not able to get
a housing unit were considered not so
lucky; they had to settle for a cramped
bedroom shared with another veteran.
Besides finding shelter for the
veterans, the challenge of raising money
for burial costs became a top priority.
Some of the veterans were in their late 70s
and in frail health. Whether we liked it or
not, we had to bury the dead when a veteran passed away. This became a huge
burden to the Filipino community. Almost every week the community had to
raise about $4,000 to either bury the deceased veteran here in Hawaii, or ship the
remains back to the Philippines. At first it
was not that difficult to raise that amount,
but as more veterans died and the community went into donation fatigue, raising
even a few hundred dollars became more
and more difficult.
11
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to be sent to the state TB facility for confinement. When the community volunteers found this out, they immediately
instituted changes. New arrivals were then
required to report for tuberculosis screening and clearance first before they were
allowed to interact with the other veterans
in the shelter.
Today, the challenge of assisting
the veterans continues, but it is no longer
a crisis situation requiring emergency measures. The veterans are now familiar with
the resources available to them from the
state and city governments. Through organizing and networking, they have been
able to apply pressure on the government
and the community to keep their issues
and concerns alive in the national consciousness. On December 14, 1999, a law
took effect allowing veterans to receive 75
percent of their Social Supplemental InCome (SSI) outside the United States.
Many of the veterans took advantage of
this benefit and returned to the Philippines to be reunited with their families.
When the program started in 1999, 75
percent was the equivalent of $375 per
month. Today this amount has increased
to $430 per month. However, some veterans choose to remain here because of
their Medicare and Medicaid benefits,
which give them coverage for prescription
medicines, check-ups, and treatment.
Others plainly choose to stay because they have petitioned for their child-

Recognizing this problem, State
Senator Rey Graulty introduced a bill authorizing funds to help defray the burial
costs for the Filipino WWII veterans.
This burial grant program started on July
1, 1994. It allowed for partial reimbursement for actual funeral and burial expense
or the cost of shipping the remains to the
Philippines. The Leeward Funeral Homes
in Pearl City was very helpful by giving
us the lowest burial cost possible.
For the first year, the state legislature authorized $50,000, with $2,000 allotted per burial. In addition, some veterans
qualified for a burial grant of $400 from
the federal government and another $400
from the state. The rest of the money –
about $1,200 -- came from out-of-pocket
donations from friends and the community, and the veteran’s surviving family, if
they could afford it. Some years, the state
either came up short of burial funds, or
the money was completely used up.
In 1994, Senator Graulty
secured $150,000 funding to help the veterans. Un-fortunately for some veterans
who departed to the world beyond, they
never lived long enough to enjoy the benefits of the special funding provided by the
state on their behalf. Initially, veterans
were allowed to enter the United States
with no medical clearance. No chest x-ray
was required. This policy changed when it
was discovered that some veterans were
afflicted with active tuberculosis and had
12
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ren in the Philippines to join them here in
Hawaii and they don’t want to give up
until their children’s papers are approved.
Many of them have been waiting for 10,
12, 15 years. Every year, they are encouraged to be patient and to wait; it will be
happening soon, they are told. Their faith
in the promise that they will see their
children be able to emigrate to America
in their lifetime is what sustains their will
to hang on and stay healthy and live longer.
Assisting the Filipino World War
II veterans has truly been a community
effort. We are grateful for the help of our
Filipino state legislators, the staff of the
Philippine Consulate, representatives of
state and city agencies, and members of
the Filipino community who generously
gave time and material and financial resources.
I remember that 13 years ago
when I first met them, many of the veterans were still strong and sturdy. Now I
see many of them having difficulty seeing,
hearing, and walking without a cane. I

still visit them once in a while and they
seem happy and content, although time is
fast catching up with them. It is not
unusual that I would meet one veteran
today and tomorrow he would be gone.
Until now they see no light in the tunnel
of their long struggle for justice. One by
one, they are passing on. In a few years,
they will all be gone. Hopefully, our memories of them will not disappear with
them, as well.
The challenge for the Filipino
community is to recognize the urgency of
our veterans’ fight for justice now and help
them get the full equity benefits they are
due before it is too late.
__________________________
Nic Musico is Region Superintendent for
the Division of Wastewater Treatment and Disposal,
Department of Environmental Services, City and
County of Honolulu.
He served as president of the Filipino Coalition for Solidarity, Inc. a Filipino community human
rights group, from 1994 to 1998.
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The Philippine Consulate building on Pali Highway in Honolulu was the first shelter housing the
first batch of 120 World War II Filipino Veterans who arrived in Hawaii in 1992.

Filipino American
veterans of
WWII celebrate
Independence
Day at a
flag raising
ceremony at
the Philippine
Consulate.
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Office of Veterans Affairs Addresses
Needs of Filipino World War II Veterans
BY FEL DONA
process of acquiring U.S. citizenship and
assimilating into the American way of life
in Hawaii.
In 1993, with the cooperation of
the Filipino Veterans Task Force, OVS
put together a handbook derived from information culled from publications put out
by the United States Information Service
(USIS), Department of Veterans Affairs
(DVA), United States Immigration and
Naturalization Service (INS), State Department of Health (DOH), State Department
of Human Services (DHS), and the
Department of Labor (DOL).
At the same time, OVS also employed a full-time special assistant to provide services to the veterans and their
eligible dependents, and to assist them in
obtaining federal and state benefits. The
special assistant also provided counseling,
language interpretation, and notary services, as well as help with letter writing, accessing DHS, SSI, or VA service-connectted disability benefits, and testifying in
support of veterans’ issues during legislative hearings.
In the beginning I was working
with the Office of Family Services, assisting Vietnamese refugees in finding housing and welfare assistance. But as more
Filipino WWII veterans arrived, and the
need to find them housing became critical,

THE U.S. Immigration Act of 1990
(IMMACT) provided for the American
naturalization of Filipino veterans who
served on active duty during World War II
in the United States Armed Forces in the
Far East (USAFFE), or with the Philippine
Commonwealth Army, Philippine Scouts,
or Recognized Guerilla Units, from September 1, 1939 to December 31, 1946.
From 1992 to the present, an estimated 33,000-plus Filipino WWII veterans
took advantage of IMMACT 1990. Out of
this total, over 3,000 veterans emigrated to
Hawaii, arriving with no advance information or warning. Many of them sold whatever modest property they owned in the
Philippines – carabao, house and lot – in
order to afford the trip to America. Some
brought their wives and dependents – sons
or daughters who were not married.
The responsibility of looking after
the welfare of the newly arrived veterans
fell to the Office of Veterans Services
(OVS). The OVS also served as a liaison
between the Governor and veterans’ organizations and as intermediary between the
veterans and the Department of Veterans
Affairs in Washington, D.C.
After the initial confusion, officials
recognized the need for an information
handbook to guide the newly arrived Filipino WWII veterans in the step-by-step
15
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the more I was called upon to help with
their problems.
Finally, in 1994, I joined OVS to
work full-time as veterans services counselor. Although I was born in Cuyapo,
Nueva Ecija, I spent many years in Sta.
Maria, Ilocos Sur, and Bauang, La Union,
so I knew and spoke Ilocano. My knowledge of Ilocano was a tremendous help in
dealing with the veterans, a majority of
whom came from the Ilocos region. Because of their difficulty speaking or understanding English, I was often asked to
interpret or translate for them when they
received a notice from the Department of
Housing Services or the Social Security
Office. If they needed to appear for a
government hearing, or follow up on an
application, they came to me for help and
I accompanied them to the office in question and explained their situation. I also
helped them write their letters when they
had a deadline for replying to a notice related to claims for benefits.
One of the most common correspondence I helped the veterans write was
to the Philippine Veterans Office. Because some veterans received a pension
from the Philippine Veterans Office, we
had to verify the amount of Philippine
pension they received in order to determine how much adjusted welfare benefits
they could qualify for in Hawaii.
In 1995, the State of Hawaii,
through OVS, started implementing the

WWII Filipino-American Veterans’ Burial
Grant Program (VBGP). This legislation
authorized OVS to disburse funds to help
defray burial costs for WWII Filipino veterans. Families of deceased eligible veterans were entitled to a grant of up to
$2,000 to help with funeral expenses in
Hawaii, or the cost of transporting the
remains to the Philippines. This state
funding was dependent on yearly approval
by the state legislature.
In 2000, the burial grant program
was discontinued for lack of funds. Before 2000, Filipino WWII veterans, except
for the new Philippine Scouts, were eligible for burial in the state cemetery. After
2000, this eligibility was extended to the
new Philippine scouts. In five years, from
1995 to 2005, we averaged 17-18 deaths
per year among the veterans. From July 1,
1995, to June 30, 2003, some 122 eligible
families and interested parties obtained
reimbursements under VBGP.
A common problem I am frequently asked to help with involves overpayments. Whenever a Filipino veteran
goes home to the Philippines and stays
more than 30 days, he becomes ineligible
for benefits. He has to reapply for benefits again when he comes back to Hawaii.
If the records show an overpayment during the time he overstayed outside the
U.S., he is required to refund the money.
From the original 3,000-plus who
came to settle in Hawaii between 199216
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Recognized units who served from 1942
to 1946.
4. United States Armed Forces in
the Far East (USAFFE), Commonwealth
Army and Recognized Guerilla Forces
who served from July 26, 1941 to December 31, 1946.
5. New Philippine Scouts - who
served from October 6, 1945 to March 30,
1947.
On November 1, 1999, Public
Law 106-4 19 took effect, authorizing the
burial in national cemeteries, of those veterans who served in the Philippine Commonwealth Army or in organized guerilla
units and who, at the time of death, were
citizens of the U.S. or aliens lawfully admitted for permanent residence in the U.S.
Another significant breakthrough
for the veterans was the Independent
Agencies Appropriation Act of 2001,
which entitled Filipino American WWII
veterans who served in the Philippine
Commonwealth Army or in organized
guerrilla units to receive VA compensation
rate to the full dollar amount, provided
they are present in the U.S. for at least 183
days of each year, and not be absent from
the U.S. for more than 60 days at a time,
and be a U.S. citizen or permanent resident.
Since the first wave of WWII Filipino veterans arrived in Hawaii in 1992,
the OVS has provided a myriad of services to help them maintain a decent life

to 1995, only about 1,000 remain. Seventy-five percent of them live on Oahu. Besides losing comrades to illness and death,
the veterans dwindled in numbers because
many others moved to the mainland to
join their families, or relocated back to the
Philippines in 2000, following the approval of the Foster Care Independence
Act of 1999. This allowed eligible WWII
Fil-Am veterans who relocate back to the
Philippines to receive the U.S. Supplementary Security Income (SSI) benefit at
the rate of 75 percent of the U.S. dollar
amount.
At the end of June 2003, an estimated 12,900 WWII Filipino veterans
were living in the United States, with
33,150 living outside. Of those living in
the U.S., about 900 were receiving VA
service-connected disability benefits, and
of those living outside the U.S. – about
3,800, mostly in the Philippines – were
receiving VA service-connected disability
(SCD) benefits.
WWII Filipino American veterans
are eligible for Veterans Affairs (VA)
benefits if they have rendered the following services:
1. Philippine Old Scouts - U.S.
Army regulars who served from 1901 to
1945.
2. Commonwealth Army - Philippine Army regulars who served from 1941
to 1946.
3. Recognized Guerrilla Forces 17
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in Hawaii. For many years, they have
been waiting and hoping that America
will do right by them and grant them the
equity benefits they deserve. With pressure on our lawmakers and government
officials through community lobbying and
campaigning, some of these benefits are
being granted piecemeal, at a very slow pace,
even as the veterans are growing older
and more frail.
At least now everyone is finally
getting medical benefits. But, sadly, many
of their comrades never lived to enjoy the
benefits that are coming their way now, a
little at a time. When and if the most
awaited pension benefits for non-service-

connected disability ever come, a great
number of our veterans, who are now in
their late 80s and early 90s, will surely return home to the Philippines and live out
their last days with their families.
But their hope gets dimmer each
passing day.
_______________________
After 14 years working for the state,
and 28 years serving in the military, Fel Dona
retired on April 22, 2006. He was the
Veterans Services Counselor, Office of Veterans
Services, Department of Defense, located at 459
Patterson Road, E-Wing Room 1-A103,
Honolulu, HI 96819-1522.
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Amid Hardships, Filipino WWII Veterans
Learn to Survive and Adjust in Hawaii
BY ARTEMIO A. CALEDA
city, county, and state. This assistance
package -- from supplemental social security income to food stamps, Medicare and
Medicaid and subsidized housing – gave
the veterans the means to survive in their
adopted country. Those who were still
strong enough to work found jobs as
dishwashers, parking attendants, security
guards, building and yard janitors, housecleaners, and landscaping and gardening
assistants. Others tried their luck working
the fields on the neighbor islands -- picking flowers, coffee, papayas and macadamia nuts. With advanced age, little
education and an English language handicap, they were happy to even find a job
that paid minimum wage. What was important to them was that they were able to
send immediately whatever little money
they could scrape up to help their families
back home in the Philippines.
Once released from the temporary
shelter and out on their own – living in a
cramped bedroom shared with another
veteran, or in a housing complex for the
elderly – the veterans faced other hardships and problems as they learned to survive and adjust to life in a foreign land. It
soon became obvious to them that if they
wanted to survive, they needed to unite
under one organization. That’s how the
Hawaii Chapter of the WWII Fil-Am

AMONG THE FIRST wave of about 200
Filipino World War II veterans who came
to Hawaii in mid-1992 were veterans often
referred to as the “have-no’s.” They
earned the name because whenever they
were asked a question, their stock response
was: have-no money, have-no relatives, and
have-no place to stay.
The “have-no” veterans went
through the hardest adjustment problems
in Hawaii. From the Honolulu airport, they
were brought to the Philippine Consulate
on Pali Highway where they were given
temporary shelter. While they waited for
their U.S. citizenship papers to be processed, the consulate became their first
“home” in America. This introduction to
life in America was not the rosy picture
they had envisioned back in the Philippines. Packed like sardines in the consulate
lanai, sleeping on borrowed cots or on the
floor, and relieving themselves among the
bushes in the consulate, it seemed to these
veterans that their new life in America was
not much different from their guerrilla
days during World War II.
Fortunately, this housing arrangement was only temporary. As soon as the
veterans acquired U.S. citizenship, social
workers and community volunteers helped
speed up the process which enabled them
to qualify for welfare assistance from the
19
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in this anniversary photo shows the tremendous hardships the early veterans had
to overcome when they arrived on Hawaiian soil 10 years earlier.
Today, after 14 years, the remaining veterans in Hawaii have settled into
the “normal” life and routine of oldtimers
in Hawaii. A favorite hangout where they
converge every day is in front of Long’s
Drugs and Ross Dress-for-Less by Chinatown in downtown Honolulu. This centrally located place is the most convenient meeting place that’s accessible by
public transportation to all the veterans.
Every morning, around 7 o’clock, veterans, with or without their wives, take the
bus to Chinatown.
They meet at the appointed place,
then proceed to McDonald’s to get the
99-cent senior citizens breakfast special
with free coffee. For a change of menu,
some go to one of the Xhina Market Place
eateries and sample a Chinese, Thai, or
Vietnamese breakfast. When the weather
is nice the veterans like to sit under the
tree in front of Long’s and Ross and chat
and exchange the latest news or gossip.
These daily get-togethers provide them an
opportunity to stay in touch and get
caught up with what’s going on in the
lives of their comrades and their families.
Of utmost concern to them is the latest
update on the status of their fight for
equity benefits.
By 9:00 to 10 o’clock, the veterans

Vets organization was born with the unifying motto:
“All for One, One for All; Fight When Right.”
Guiding the organization during
its infancy from 1993 to 1994 was Retired Colonel Eduardo C. Mina., who was
elected the first president, under the 1993
Constitution and By-Laws. Four years later, in 1997, with Ret. Col. Joe Gonzales as
president, the Ladies Auxiliary was organized. Mrs. Pelagia Concepcion was
elected the first president. She was followed by Mrs. Januaria Valdez who took
over the leadership of the Ladies Auxiliary
in 2001, and Mrs. Luz N. Caleda, who
was elected president in 2004.
The year 2003 marked the 10th
foundation anniversary of the Hawaii
Chapter of the WWII Fil-Am Vets organization. The high point of this landmark
celebration was the unveiling of the
WWII Filipino American Veterans
Memorial at the Filipino Community
Center in Waipahu on December 28, two
days before the day commemorating the
martyrdom of the Philippines’ national
hero, Jose Rizal. The front cover of the
WWII Fil-Am Vets 10th anniversary souvenir program is a photo taken in front of
the Philippine Consulate.
About 50 veterans and auxiliary
ladies posed for posterity in fancy Barong
Tagalogs and dark pants. Nothing
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and turn them over for cash at a recycling
center. The lucky ones can get anywhere
from $10 to $25 a day for their efforts.
Other veterans use their farming
skills to grow a vegetable garden in their
back yard. Their wives take some of the
harvest – string beans, okra, ampalaya, eggplant, and camote – and try to sell them to
friends at their downtown meeting place.
Physically able veterans have managed to
find work as landscaping helpers, mowing
lawns, trimming trees or bushes, maintaining, cleaning, and watering the neighbors’
yards, and repairing odds and ends. Those
with some college education have found
work, earning a modest stipend from the
state’s Senior Respite or Foster Parents
programs. Wives with dressmaking skills
do sewing or alteration jobs for friends
and acquaintances, while others do housecleaning, or help to distribute flyers or
pamphlets for busy community or church
organizations.
Every year during the holiday season, the veterans hold a Christmas party,
which is usually held at the Philippine
consulate. There’s a program of songs and
dances and lots of speeches. In earlier
years, some veterans (and lady partners)
used to perform popular Philippine dance
numbers like the Fandanggo Sa Ilaw (Dance
of Lights) and Tinikling (Bamboo Dance)
with a much livelier tempo and a lot of
bending, swaying, jumping and fancy footwork.

are ready to move on. Some attend church
services nearby. A few head out to catch
the bus to a part-time job, a doctor’s appointment, or some pending business with
a government agency. Others decide to
linger and chat some more with their
friends, and go to Jack-in-the-Box for the
$3-lunch special of hamburger, French
fries, and drink. When there’s news about
a comrade who’s been taken ill at the hospital, his vet friends make it a point to pay a
visit and cheer him up.
The more resourceful vets take off
to go hunting for free doleouts at a food
bank, a church or charitable organization.
Or they’d check out the sales and cheap
bargains at the Salvation Army outlet,
Goodwill flea market, One-Dollar Shop, or
Super Savers’ Discount. On a good day,
the vets will bring home a small bag of rice
and sugar, a package or two of noodles,
several canned goods, and miscellaneous
items like soap and toothpaste. Cheap used
items picked up at Goodwill or Salvation
Army are brought home for their personal
use, or hoarded away to be later shipped in
Balikbayan boxes to their families in the
Philippines.
As some veterans have discovered,
with perseverance and resourcefulness,
there are many little ways they can make a
little money on the side in Hawaii. Some
veterans gather empty soda pop cans or
plastic bottles from garbage bins of commercial stores, restaurants, or small eateries
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Now hobbled by
or welfare
arthritis, rheumabenefits. What
tism, diabetes,
is amazing is
high blood presthat no matter
sure and — youhow hard-up
name it-they’ve
they can be,
got-it – pains and
they still manbody aches – they
age to scrape
can’t even go
up enough
down on their
money to
knees, much less
Hobbled by arthritis and miscellaneous body aches send to the Philbend their bodies, and pains, Fil-Am veterans and their ladies auxiliary ippines. Alor hop and jump to partners can no longer dance the Fandanggo Sa
though many of
Ilaw like they used to in their younger days.
the music.
them live close
To help defray the cost of the
to the poverty level, they feel they are
food and drinks and miscellaneous exmore privileged to live in America. And so
penses for these social functions, the
they carry this strong sense of obligation to
veterans take up a collection. Only a few
help and support the families they left beveterans are able to afford to pay and athind in the Philippines. Others conscientend these functions. But when the functiously put aside money to save for a
tion or event is free, every one of the
three-week visit to the Philippines. It
veterans are sure to show up. When a
takes them at least three to five years to
comrade or his wife passes away, the
save enough for a Philippine vacation.
WWII Fil-AmVets gives the family a
For many of them, despite their
financial assistance of $250 for funeral
continuing physical decline, the driving
expenses. This money is taken from the
force behind their will to hang on is an
organization’s mutual relief assistance
unwavering faith and hope that it won’t be
fund to which the vets and their wives
long now before the U.S. government will
contribute $2.50 each every month. If
grant them the equity benefits they have
more financial assistance is needed, the
been fighting for, and clear the way for
hat is passed around and the vets dig
their children in the Philippines to join
deeper in their pockets.
them in America.
Most veterans lead a very frugal
lifestyle. By force of habit, they save every
Artemio A. Caleda is the current executive
president of the WWII Fil-Am Veterans Organizapenny they can from the modest income
tion, Hawaii Chapter.
they receive from their part-time work
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